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In Defence of the Academic Troll
A w or d o n t h e n e w h e r oe s of
« I n fot a i n m e n t » – by Ga b ri el S Mo s es

Abst r a c t
The 2016 US elections marked the rise of Internet
trolls, such as Milo Yiannopoulos, and inflammatory
news websites, such as Breitbart, in what could be
representation». But these events are merely indicative
of a discourse which spans beyond American politics
and has so far led artists, thinkers and activists to
wonder: How is knowledge redefined when information
and entertainment are rendered indistinguishable?
Furthermore, could the same malicious strategies used
by the far right be appreciated and even re-appropriated
as a possible discourse of empowerment? The following
is a think piece which tries to establish such a point of
departure, in order to help redefine trolling, and even use
it responsibly, to test, safeguard and help immunize the
rhetorics of academia and the left.
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described as a pivotal moment in the era of «post
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Part 1. Milo’s call
On August 20th 2016, under the banner of Trolls
will save the world, Milo Yiannopoulos published
a statement that, inconveniently, hit home:
«[...] I believe there’s one environment
where trolls have yet to fully penetrate, and
where they could make all the difference: the
university campus.»
He then concluded with a call to arms of sorts:

To those less familiar with Milo, he could be
described as a clubbier, right-wing version
of Russell Brand who works as journalist
and technology editor of Breitbart News. He
had gained notoriety for spearheading the
explicitly anti-feminist troll armies who fueled
the #Gamergate controversy. Subsequently, he
became the most notorious spokesperson of
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«So trolls, my message to you today is: once the
election is over, get off your laptops and head
down to your local campus.»
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Donald Trump—himself a unique brand of orator
troll with a complementary Twitter account.

1 https://youtu.be/RPD_bqjB098

I would probably position myself at the polar
opposite of the spectrum of politics, faith
or identity from Milo’s. So how come I—a
heterosexual, non-binary gendered, left-wing,
feminist, and of other religions (and laughing
about it)—found myself sharing a core belief
with the Alt-Right’s self-proclaimed poster boy?
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I only read Milo’s call recently—my mind already
wrapped up in post-Trump calls to action of my
own—and like many others, I too didn’t realize
in time just how much of a «thing» Breitbart
actually was. But what struck me even more
was the timing of Milo’s call, which was exactly
one month after I graduated my master studies
at UdK Berlin, with a thesis and animated talk 1
of the same title as this piece of writing. In it,
I was actually advocating the exact same thing
as Milo: I too was speaking in favor of academic
trolling, hoping this might save the world—or at
least my own.
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In Defence of the Academic Troll (2016),
20 mins. Screenshot from the animated
video-talk.

2 http://www.dailystormer.com/
jew-milo-admits-to-shieldinghollywood-pedophiles/

Since then, Milo has already been trolled
himself, 2 by the more radical factions of the
Trump camp he had helped empower. But is this
really going to be the «Night of Long Knives» for
the clowns and trolls of the Trump camp? Will
trolling eat itself? Or will there simply come a
more radical version of Milo?
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My hunch obviously suggests the latter. Here in
Europe, Breitbart is about to launch two branches,
right on time to tweak people’s conservative
senses towards the coming elections in Germany
and France. The German extreme right-wing party,
brilliantly called Alternative for Germany (AfD), is
soon going to have its own scholarship program,
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which will give them sway inside of the German
academia. Who knows what kind of students
they will attract, and what alternative tactics
they’ll use to change things from the inside.
My sensors are attuned to the precedents of
the massive traction that anti-intellectual
movements such as Im Tirtzu 3 have gained in
my native land, Israel, and to similar initiatives
like the Professor Watchlist 4 now emerging in
the US.

3 https://imti.org.il/en/aboutus/movement/
4 http://professorwatchlist.org/

«Trolls are experts at finding soft targets. In the
first half of the 2010s, they correctly identified
feminists as the most easily offended group of
people on the planet.»
Maybe I’m not the stereotypical feminist Milo is
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So far, everything Milo has wished for seems
to be coming true. The conservative trolls
are headed for the academia as I am typing
these words. And what scares me most
is that underneath all of his bigotry and
sensationalism, seemingly tactless Milo has
made a very tactical observation:
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referring to. Is it my own male privilege which
makes me less susceptible? Probably. Either
way, I would agree with Milo’s conclusion,
somewhere further down his text:
«Trolls lose interest when their targets stop
taking themselves so seriously.»

This approach, I’m afraid, will prove itself
effective inside the academia, as it did against
the feminist gamer victims of #Gamergate,
and the Clinton camp. Though it is less
likely to see conservatives engaging in the
humanities, no one knows exactly where
they might go, and I am sure in the US there
are Milo enthusiasts who take art classes. I
don’t want to begin to imagine what would
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It seems amazing to me just how candid Milo
is on his strategy, which scares me even more
because it only proves his point: If no one
is properly listening to what he’s saying, it’s
because they are indeed too passionate—or
«serious»—about the content to realize Milo is
mainly targeting the packaging and its delivery.
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happen if a Milo-type student confronted one
of my professors. As brilliant as she is, my
professor is not easy going. Also, she is used to
obedient, progressive students who respect her
authority, and who are willing to embrace her
confrontational demeanor, because their core
values reflect in hers.

I dread the thought.
Having said all this, the grounds to this think
piece were first set way before «post-truth»
was declared word of the year, and long before
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But let’s imagine a Trojan student entering her
class and refusing to step down against what
he (most likely «he» in this case) would claim
is oppressive PC rhetoric. What would be the
outcome of that intellectual fistfight? Who will
be knocked down? Trolls know how to talk,
they are all talk; trolls now give talks—sold-out
talks, academic talks. So how many Milos are
there just waiting to take a stab at my «feminist
professor»? How many #Academicgates are out
there, only a YouTube-channel or Tweet away?
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it became evident that trolling and inflammatory
«disinformation»—first used by liberal arthacktivist groups such as Anonymous—were
now hijacked to galvanize the extreme right.
Primarily, this piece is a result of my struggles
in a conflicted art academy, so gridlocked in its
own hermeneutics and bureaucratic/financial
constrictions it can’t even tell if anyone out
there is listening. So how does one plow a
path out of this «crisis of representation of
knowledge»?
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Maybe the key question that hasn’t been asked
enough is: How could these same malicious
strategies of the right be appropriated again
to empower academia and the left? Could
academia benefit from fostering progressive
Milos of their own, who would apply trolling
self-reflectively? And could this form of
progressive trolling be introduced into a
contemporary discourse in order to help testing
its borders and overcoming its concealed
biases, before the conservative Milos manage
to crack it down?
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Part 2. Hitos and Milos: Tricks of the
stage; trolls of the trade

Most people are keen to disengage with these
mischievous saboteurs—to «stop feeding the
trolls». But I have so far seen too few efforts
to understand the significance of trolls to
the discourse, and how their emergence
connects to current «post-representational»
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A troll is a provocative persona whose most
peculiar trait is that it has no solidified
personality at all. Whether they are doing it
intentionally or not—who knows if Donald meant
it, if he just had a bad day, or if maybe he’s
really just awkward when on the spot—trolls are
online participants who project radical views and
behaviors that function as powerful attention
magnets, parachuted into discussion threads for
the sole purpose of derailing them. Therefore, it is
nearly impossible to reason with trolls, since they
argue by reflecting the mannerisms, arguments
and personality traits of their interlocutors back
at them, ad absurdum. In this sense, trolls are
aggressive meta-discursive beings.
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In Defence of the Academic Troll (2016), 20 mins. Screenshot from the animated video-talk.
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But narrowing this down to merely a technoeconomic shift would fail to grasp the full
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forms in which opinion and knowledge are
communicated. By this, I am referring to the
ongoing destabilization of previous orders
and institutions which had been able to offer
a somewhat clearer context to their public,
allowing one to determine: what type of person
is speaking; based on what precedents and
experiences; and for what purposes. The
prevailing elusive and deregulated logic of
«information economy», coupled with the
growing insecurity of job markets, has led
to a new form of «presence economy»: The
more the established art world and academia
downsize opportunities—by reallocating
funds, hiring more visiting artists/academics
(aka celebrities) over tenured ones—the more
scholars and artists redirect their efforts
towards sensational keynotes and Q&A rounds.
This yearning for the stage also redefines
speech as a performative, artistic act—in
political speeches, supposedly unscripted
reality TV bits, and academic talks alike.
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This manifests itself also in the obfuscation
of frameworks and disciplines, and not just
the exchange of one medium with another.
For instance, I often write in populist
generalizations, but not because I am unaware
of the politics of representation, rather
because I ceased to believe in any accurate
form of representation. I present scattered,
unaccountable, confusing rambles as theory, like
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extent of what might be a peering cultural—
practically generational—chasm. Recently I
found myself talking to either practicing artists
or academics in the humanities, who have all
been voicing a similar ambition. They all seem
to be looking into new, less precedented forms
of mixing the two fields of art and theory: be it
essayism instead of scientific argumentation,
or giving artist talks instead of displaying their
art in showrooms; trading the gallery for the
stage, or the art object with the art spectacle.
I myself am no different. Today I’m much more
animated by the ambition to give the keynote at
Transmediale one day, than I ever was by the idea
of showcasing at the Berlinale or Documenta.
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an angry blogger; not because I haven’t done
my scholarly research, rather because I can no
longer distinguish, nor do I want to distinguish,
between polemics, scientific papers, and standup routines. I no longer demand a reliable
delivery of information as much as I am looking
to be entertained by playful rhetoric.
As 2016 unfolded, however, I slowly began to
realize—and probably much too late—that I am
all but alone. 5

Another part of me feels that this is a pragmatic
move we are making, in the hope of securing
a future—in fear of the financial and spiritual
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5 For a more careful
contemplation on the intricate
dynamics created between
information and presence
economies in what she defines
as the era of post-representation,
see Hito Steyerl’s online
publications The Terror of Total
Dasein (http://dismagazine.com/
discussion/78352/the-terrorof-total-dasein-hito-steyerl/)
and Proxy Politics: Signal and
Noise (http://www.e-flux.com/
journal/60/61045/proxy-politicssignal-and-noise/).

Part of me feels it’s an intellectual generation
that has come of age—exhausted by the old, rigid
discourse, and hoping to break new grounds by
using more entertaining Instagram visuals and
Twitter rhetoric. The rolling of our eyes through
lectures and presidential debates has become so
habitual to us that we’d rather opt for anything
else—and the farther from the politically correct
jargon and accepted methodology, the better.
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collapse of the humanities, and in fear of the
narrowing art market. Either way, to me the result
seems to be the same. Every similar mind I speak
to is pretty sure they’re «onto something» which
might help them escape their doomed little fates
in the world of art and academia—or at least find
a sustainable way to pay rent.
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Enter the new star of the show: a hybrid «artist/
theorist/speaker», aka the «lecture performer»,
who is able to captivate the minds of academicsavvy millennials, the same way performative
orators from the Alt-Right are keen to capture
the minds of anti-intellectual millennials. Their
presence creates more entertaining forms of
presentation—aka «Infotainment»—and it is now
their moment on stage, any stage, and in the
thread, any thread. He’s the star of shitstorms
and election campaigns; she’s the star of viral
TED Talks and festivals such as Ars Electronica.
She also embodies performative theorists like
Hito Steyerl, who «nobly» makes use of the format
to bring a more rigid scholarly discourse to a
wider public. Steyerl is a sexier version of an
academia that cuts the more laborious corners
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Hito Steyerl, Keynote Conversation: Anxious to Act at transmediale, Berlin on February 7th 2016.
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Part 3. Is post-trolling a thing?
Dancing on the double edge
So is Hito a sort of academic Milo? And if
so, could trolls actually also be a blessing in
disguise, which exposes the shortcomings of
a speech culture? Shouldn’t they be properly
appreciated for their possible virtues and not
just excluded for their evident vices? Given their
post-structural nature—of attacking the manner
in which the argument is expressed in order to
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and offers intellectual superstardom for magic
tricks speckled with comic relief: she invents
methodologies to decode classified drone
shots through meditated gazing; she devises
elaborate magic-bullet theories; she lavishes
in butt and dick pics, and she deconstructs
images of poodles spliced with spaghetti.
In that respect, she could also be seen as a
form of «academic troll» who ridicules and
challenges older, more rigid forms of rhetoric.
And accordingly, trolls too could be seen as
radical Infotainers.
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strip down, deconstruct and thereby redefine the
power dynamics which legitimize or disqualify the
argument from its cradle—I would argue that such
menacing theatrical antagonists should actually
be encouraged and engaged in a dialogue inside
the academia, attentively and self-reflectively, in
a way which enables audiences to evaluate more
responsibly and profoundly the never-before so
obfuscated distinction between argument, jargon,
and person.

In her most recent writing and showcase—
which, broadly speaking, continues
her meditation on the matter of visual
representation in the post-digital era—Hito
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After all, very recent history has shown that
there is no true way to disengage with trolls.
Milo, Donald and the gang had just proven
to their adversaries the very heavy price of
disregarding and trivializing this strategy:
no matter how polished, if there are gaps in
the rhetoric, the troll will expose them and
win the argument by disqualifying the debate
altogether.
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Steyerl clearly concedes and problematizes her
very own contribution to the current «celebrity
speaker cult». She helps shedding light on the
problematic role that lecture performers like
myself may serve in a discourse which has been
bled out and sensationalized, rendered into one
big oratory spectacle.

6 https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=Z9hqXEHp2HE

So the best idea I had until now was to follow
Steyerl’s example and to somehow subvert the
mannerisms, subvert the spectacle as I enact
it; to troll and heckle myself from the stage, 6 to
the point my own aura becomes flimsy enough
for someone from the crowd to smash it with a
good old brick again.
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On the one hand, Steyerl too offers a more
intellectual form of Infotainment to a generation
of distracted millennials. But in light of this
distress, Steyerl also offers a formula that
reconciles both needs responsibly. She renders
the problem apparent even if she is a part of
it. I come to see Steyerl, in order to be both
disillusioned and entertained. Or maybe, more
nicely put, to be entertained by disillusion.
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Eddie Pepitone heckles himself.
Screenshot by the author.

I would then argue that fostering new
progressive troll versions of their own may
serve as an efficient strategy for the stuttering
progressive intelligentsia to regain control of a
gradually hijacked discourse.

Conclusion: Please feed the trolls
In my view, this is a time of extreme selfdoubt, where what is said seems to matter
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What I call «academic self-trolling» is for
me an even more radical way for progressive
thinkers to challenge their very own right to
speak and their very way of speaking, while
still insisting on speaking. I see various forms
of Internet trolling as an attempt to think
outside the box of the discourse, in order to
then smash the box. And why not, really? In this
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less than the response it provokes. To be a
compelling speaker in the age of post-truth
means cracking a damn good joke about
imaginary or real opponents, if they want us—
their audience—to stay in the room. Get us to
stay in the room long enough, and the speaker
who made the most disgusting dick jokes might
just become the next president of the United
States, without having made a single ounce
of sense. And what’s even more disturbing to
me is the suspicion that there was something
in all of us that, somehow, wanted to see what
happens when the worst of dick jokes turns into
reality. This is how elections today are won: in
sold-out stand-up and spoken-word shows in
auditoriums and Olympic arenas.
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time where rhetorical mannerisms seem to be
the only actual scripted content, I too want to
smash the box. However, I’m not suicidal yet,
and I know that when the box goes we go, all
of us—because outside of it nothing exists;
because we are always in the box. So, instead of
smashing boxes, I suggest trolling as a way to
render them visible again, by highlighting their
extreme limits—the boundaries inside which
my thoughts circulate and wonder, seemingly
aimlessly, constantly banging into the walls.
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Gabriel S Moses (1982, Jerusalem) is a Berlin-based essayist and media artist with a millennial complex.
In other words: he knows how to lie about why he lied about what ur kids said about u on their smartphones
behind ur back. He holds a practice-based Masters degree (UdK Berlin) and speaks frequently at venues across
Europe. His works have been showcased at Transmediale (Berlin), Lenbachhaus (Munich) and FILE (Sao Paulo).
In 2014, his project Enhancement won the first prize at the Anthropocene conference at HKW Berlin.
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In a debate culture that seems to have already
spun out of control, to trollishly attack its
framework might be the only way left for me to
recall what the discourse was to begin with.
Otherwise, I have nothing left to say.

